As school superintendent, Mrs. Fiala needs an efficient way to see how students and schools are performing across her district.

Sorting through copious data and manually running school reports one by one would take a lot of her valuable time.

But with Pearson Connexus she can manage all of her schools from a single centralized site using her administrator account.

From the very start Mrs. Fiala's experience is personalized to be unique to her district. A customized login screen leads her to the domain page which is branded for her district and lists all the schools under her supervision.

The administrator dashboard makes it simple to view data for the entire district and create cumulative data, for those times when her reporting needs are more specific.

She can filter down to a single school, a single grade, or a single class.

She can even look at records for one or a few individual students.

This level of control over how she views data helps Mrs. Fiala make clear student-centered decisions about learning matters in her district such as courses and curriculum, assessment, grading, and scheduling.

Pearson Connexus also lets Mrs. Fiala manage course settings at the domain level.

She can make sure that all settings meet the unique needs of the district, by designating custom academic terms, choosing a preferred grading system, establishing a new grading system with rubrics, defining pass/fail rates, and more.

Once the options are set for her district Mrs. Fiala and her designated staff create master courses.

School administrators can then easily make course copies from the master and distribute them with their location.

Across schools, courses can be consistent or as unique as needed.

With administrator access to Pearson Connexus Mrs. Fiala and her staff have the power to control settings on a broad scale and with dynamic dashboards that show multiple levels of information they can be confident they are making decisions that best serve the schools, the teachers, and most importantly the students.